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SHARING A VISION

Runway of Dreams is bringing visibility to disability through a movement of

inclusion, acceptance and opportunity in the fashion industry and beyond.

We invite students to partner with us as we expand our programs –

programs designed to improve the quality of life for the over one billion

people with disabilities, with whom we share our world.
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WHO WE ARE

Runway of Dreams is a non-profit that works to ensure 
people of all abilities have access to fashionable, 
mainstream apparel that meet both their physical needs and 
personal style. We live our mission by raising awareness, 
advocating for change, supporting innovation and 
providing access to functional apparel for those in need. 

VIEW 2019 DOCUMENTARY

Our vision is that one day adaptive-wear will 
be as commonplace as petite or plus size and 
people of all abilities will have access to 
fashion that excites and empowers them.

https://youtu.be/Cj7Cqos8YdQ
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HOW IT HAPPENED

MINDY SCHEIER, Founder and CEO

As seen in TED Talks, People, and USA Today, the Foundation was 

founded in 2014 by Mindy Scheier – a fashion designer and mother 

of a child with a disability – who envisioned a world where adaptive 

clothing for people with disabilities was mainstream.  After spending 

20 years in the fashion industry, Mindy decided to combine her 

experience and her passion by creating Runway of Dreams.

View TED Talk

MINDY SCHEIER AND RUNWAY OF DREAMS HAVE PUT THE SPOTLIGHT ON INCLUSIVE FASHION IN THE PRESS

https://youtu.be/a17Z5Sk2XJY
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WHAT WE DO

ADAPTIVE
RUNWAY
SHOWS

WARDROBE 
GRANTS

DESIGN
SCHOLARSHIPS

COLLEGE AND
HIGH SCHOOL

CLUBS

CAMPAIGN
FOR

INCLUSION

We bring visibility to disability

and the need for

mainstream adaptive fashion.

We celebrate people’s

differences, break down

stereotypes, highlight the need

for mainstream adaptive

apparel and showcase people

with disabilities in fashion.

We invest in the future

of adaptive design

and innovation.

We support students joining our

inclusive fashion movement

by creating clubs on

campuses across

the country.

We are helping people

with disabilities look and

feel great with

fashion that meets

their needs.
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COLLEGE CLUBS

(JOIN THE RANKS OF THESE DISTINGUISHED SCHOOLS)
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BENEFITS

● Give Club members a voice in empowering people within the disability community and take an active role in 
creating change in rethinking the runway.

● Organize exciting and fun events to raise funds and awareness for the Runway of Dreams’ mission. Adaptive 
Fashion Shows are a natural fit, but we’re open to all creative ideas.

● Help expand Runway of Dreams’ programming in your region. 

● Amplify our campaign for inclusion through speaking engagements, university publications and social media.

● Spread the word about Runway of Dreams scholarship opportunities. 

● Provide Club members with leadership experience, networking opportunities and resume enhancements! 

College Clubs:
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START YOUR CLUB TODAY!
Help bring confidence, independence and style to 
people with disabilities everywhere by joining the 
Runway of Dreams’ Movement of Inclusion in the
fashion industry.

It’s easy, simply…

o Contact Runway of Dreams for permission to get 
started at Dawn@RunwayofDreams.org. 

o Obtain instructions from your academic institution 
about procedures for launching a new Club.

o Assemble a dedicated and organized group
of students.

mailto:Dawn@RunwayofDreams.org
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR LEADERSHIP

MINDY SCHEIER
Founder and CEO

mindy@runwayofdreams.org

REBECCA BAEURLE
Executive Director

rebecca@runwayofdreams.org

DAWN SCHWARTZ
Director of Advancement & Partnerships

dawn@runwayofdreams.org

CLICK HERE TO VIEW THE 2019 FASHION REVOLUTION RUNWAY SHOW

CLICK HERE TO VIEW THE 2020 VIRTUAL RUNWAY SHOW

https://youtu.be/w8f3l3KLtGs
https://youtu.be/L-h3kWK_qpg

